
What happens in cases of
bilateral vestibulopathy?

V./2.: Bilateral loss of vestibular function

V./2.1.: Causes of bilateral vestibulopathy
In these disorders the function of the inner ear or VIII. cranial nerve
is destroyed. Etiological factors can be ototoxical lesion, cerebellar
degeneration, peripheral or cranial nerve neuropathy (lack of vitamin
B12, or alcoholic lesion), post meningitis status, autoimmune
disorders, bilateral vestibular schwannoma, congenital anomalies

V./2.2.: Patients complaints
Patient with bilateral vestibulopathy often has imbalance, instability
and oscillopsia, especially in dark.

When the patient is walking on uneven floor, the somatosensory
input of the vestibular system is decreased, and we can see extreme
imbalance.

The oscillopsia often occurs during standing and walking. The
oscillopsia is an unpleasant, very disturbing complaint, which can
provoke severe feeling of imbalance.

Patients with normal vestibular system can fixed the visual field after
a head movement. When the function of the balance system is
reduced, as a consequence, no compensatory eye movement is
generated, and the patient cannot fixate a point in space during this
rapid head movement. Sometimes the patients with vestibular loss of
function feel this one-moment long visual field movement, and they
are very disturbed by the phenomenon.

V./2.3.: Symptoms
Statokinetic tests, especially on uneven floor or on a sponge, can
results the patient’s falling down.

Typical harmonic syndrome is not visible, and in most of the cases
we cannot see nystagmus. Vertiginous attacks are not typical, but
imbalance is often occurs at the beginning of the disease due to
asymmetrical vestibular status.

Total loss of vestibular function can cause bilateral areflexia in
caloric test.

V./2.4.: Treatment
The treatment is not easy. Mostly the causal therapy is unsuccessful.
Patient education is necessary. Vasoactive and antivertiginous drugs,
vestibular training and psychical support can improve the disease.
The bilateral vestibulopathy often cause consecutive agoraphobia,
anxiety, and panic disorders.


